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 E L I Z A B E T H  



The Developing  

 are some people who, however  

     
 Before  by  women  play their part

in development   is Perhaps     
 a r e  

 this, 
     often’ used as if

was, in fact  coined to 
with  the Eastern

  neither
 The most 

  be,   
   
 indeed mean   in

countries  are living-in’the towns   their  food arid   for
  h o u s e s ,  b u t     i n  t h e    

  far  self sufficient.    grow  and
 their own  and  things 

   bartering     



 
  

 in  rather    therefore have very little/need  this   did 
  the  pressure  of .  Western   has   to believe ‘that

    ‘brands  food’  than  feeding  
 transistor radios are  to    foreign  said to

  g o n e   i m p o r t i n g   i n     
 there  now  this.  

In 1971    used the per capita method    . 
designate 

 a head is  100 dollars a year, and the literacy  (for persons over 15
       are:-

‘.

     

Guinea ‘Tanzania  Y e m e n    
M a l i Burundi Malawi Afghanistan .

.

. U p p e r    . Botswana  Nepal 

  L e s o t h o Sikkim
‘Niger    ,

   
 

 Sudan
   

 
Western Samoa   

 has been. added to this list since then and  be  that the 
country situated in the Western Hemisphere  Haiti.  are not the only 
countries. of course, but are   greatest need. 

  It    of  coun t r i e s  have  .
histories going back for many  of years,  which they are   a
t h a t   is   tha t  they  be   

 Ethnically,    these countries   each other
as  do in the West and may  in size from Sub continents like India, 

population  53 1 millions, ‘to relatively small islands such as western  They
have-however, one thing common to  all; the fact that  development is all 
often hampered by        or  control. It is
no coincidence  so many of   situated  the Eastern 
repeated natural  the form  and  floods and drought

adversely affect their economies  no fault of  own;    do
 if we were-subject to the same conditions.

 
N o r    d& e l op i ng  cou n t r i e s     

  speaking,     the Chinese, 
and Indians were in advance of Europe in  respect. The Indians,  the 
concept -and symbol   6th century;  and  the ‘Arabs were
responsible for numeration, which, at  that it 
introduced  an forward from the much   
numerals we were the Arabs led the  in those  in boih
Astronomy and  large- parts of ‘Spain,  they

occupied that country  8th century, and it was   for’
 spread of various types  water wheel throughout Europe. The  were 

  threshers, and fans  silk  machines, as far back as the 1 st century

2  



   had invented   by the 1st century   the 12th
.  they   powder to propel rockets  had also invented movable

type hnd the  magnet, ‘which   the compass. Wheelbarrows,
gimbals and tilt hammers are all  inventions:  ‘were in use,

 there, and  in the 7th    iron castingwas being carried out as
far  back  as   4 th  century-as   a lso  the  technique of   

It was  successful invention of the steam    in 
  which changed  this. The so-called Industrial Revolution which

  followed was, in fact, a power revolution. It led to the manufacture of cheap, machine
 produced goods   overseas craftsmen  not compete, so

that  forced out of business.   that thesecraftsmen 
    be   support a 

  lack   sometimes of materials also,
n t .   I t

   in Asia, than the lack of  how” 
T h e   have led  W e s t  t

machines are also  of the developing countries, even today. When
  left the land to work ‘in the cities in-the factories  steam’  ,

made possible, the farmers, with a reduced  force, were compelled to turn 
 machines if they  to be able to  sufficient  feed what was ‘now a

largely industrial society,   development of the great  of 
America  became practicable’with the invention f the tractor  the  
harvester. With the  of these machines,  b e c a m e  

 the   
,

But the  ‘in the  very different from this,, there 
without it, will go hungry.  is for

countries such, as India and China
 women  carry out  for  

such circumstances, a capital intensive,
highly  plastic   of doubtful benefit   if it puts

   made  by hand. And 
a  to manufacture  is   be  only     

engineers where  of the poorest  least  of the population earn 
 breaking Up  bricks for use in the roads.    ,

It is  that a saving of unnecessarily arduous  should 
not be  it sometimes  now,  saving   not

‘usually desirable in the developing countries  former is something which 
be attempted  possible, we do not need to use a sledge’hammer  nuts
but we do need  find better ways of cracking them than with our bare hands.

This is  true where the women are concerned, much. 
 back breaking  could   by well planned rural. development 

 as-the following  



. Afghanistan Street scene m . 
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Although an increasing “number of women from the  countries  now a

studying in Colleges&the West thes are  from  and they often
know very  in h e    
few  far  rural areas   do exist, girls 
taken  than boys when they  an age when they can be of 

home, or on the farm, so that very few of  reach  level. Muslim girls in 
particular, once they have reached  age of  are not usually permitted 

 to attend mixed ‘schools and there  be, one  for girls
in their district.  of this situation therefore,   no  be able

to  needs  this does  mean that they do not have them or that 
‘are unaware of them,. Illiteracy, when it is due to   should

.  with a lack of intelligence, the  very well what they  
because they   since  efface themselves,   

,
assumption that  will  the men who will be carrying them out when; in fact, it will
be the women. An example  this  est African country when 
coffee co-operatives were set depth   the
seedlings  was their wives who the  did not  on

what they had been told to them. As a eventually died because the
holes in which the seedlings  t h e  f a p    

 bent. If the extension the women in the 
this, disaster could have been avoided no-   preference,  

 dictated that, as men, they dealt only with men.
The division of  between the Sexes  also quite; different 

countries to that. to which we are accustomed in the West,  to  
. can lead to many difficulties.,. ay wash the clothes, which we in the West think

of as women’s work but the   which we think of 

 men’s In particular the women play a far more  role in farming 
always   is estimated that at least 52% of the women in Asia and between  

 and 80% in Africa are engaged in this and,   (that is to
say,  growing of food to feed the family) is almost entirely in  hands. Even

 where the women do not take such an active part in the   are 
‘responsible for the  harvest  of food in almost  country, yet this.



(3) Indian women harvestiri{J a crop of wheat 

'I 
(4) ThreShing rice by hattd in Rajastahn, 
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also   the  is  carried  in the  
 own    and strangers, are not’ generally admitted.

 with the pattern to which we  there is very 
.

 with the playing such an imp nt part in agriculture, they have been
 doing so,  many  of  world, since Stone Age. It was they  dug 

roots to  their families whilst their men were away hunting and it was 
 tanned the skins the men brought back with them and made the clay pots used

 Cooking  carrying  It was quite probably a  who 
of using fire ‘for  purposes ‘and women who brought, about the 

  transition    nomadic  to a settled,  one 
 wild grains growing around them, and-this is the  

in many developing countries today.
As, farmers, the en biing   their, task, and achieve

 high yields on their farms.. Their main problem is that  
 two  in extent and are   they  have to walk 

considerable distance every day to reach 
Cash crops, however, are another matter.  growing of these   

 the element of  has been introduced and it is the man’s duty to 
  the family  need to buy those things which cannot  by 

barter. It  not always  
   prove to be   

  the man may    if it is  the homestead, arid   to  
go further afield  work what may  less fertile  also expect her tq help
him  his farm, as well as to continue   own, with the result that .

 load will be creased and her-own  will be   she
that is growing  to feed.   this can  very  In  her
shortfall  be made  using some of the money that the  has  from

  of his crops  buy food in the  in practice  is  
 the market  dependent  woman sending her surplus  she 

had  to   result  be a     
scale, commercial   over    grow  crops and 

 .

 bananas and pineapples instead. This may    
 mean that  has  be imported from outside and at enhanced 

The introduction of high  varieties of grain too:  also 
 for the woman, she  have  to  more    more

to  to  usually no extra help to do this.
 Although the women play  an important’  in agriculture in the 

developing countries, far tbo few agricultural colleges   and, with one 
two  exceptions, most  extension workers are men, whom, as
has been    unlikely’ to be  to help the women even when they 

 ‘do so. It is  that many of the  may lack the necessary educational
qualifications, through  of opportunity, but this is offset by, their much greater

 of farming practice, and  should  not be impossible to  the
curriculum  more practical and less theoretical  that  could
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CarrYing water in India 
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   of   on the   

day iii  of a  living in  
   

her husband,’ before  goes  to work in the
 Finally she will   for  will rarely si

 Of  family.  for. the  it   
the previous day and  or  salted  paste, 

 in winter    sweet
When it is finished   send the chi

fields to  on  and the 
milked them. Then she   a

  
At   she will prepare   substantial ,   

  and may poss ibly   to carry   to him in     
 probably-include  soup, pulses&d     as this is  time 

when very few men  be in the  she, will take  in    
 pump, and she    clothes   time., 
  be  this   done    man 

wash  he   wearing  he    
In the   tasks have been .

  go’ to work in   where She will- grow   
vegetables’ needed to feed the  The      

ground every day and  help to preserve   food,  
      the sun   a s    

 other   will have  sush    and
   in tightly      molasses:.

   the sugar cane  the juice  a   and  
     a n d     S h e     a n d  

  she is generally allowed   she may have made
   sale  eggs.

During the monsoon period,
 work  she will concentrate   bed quilts   and 

 mats for the‘use of  She will also    her husband, 
may  in the way of baskets, winnowing trays  sieves,   bamboo for
these,  also be    of   make ropes and‘
fishing nets, brooms and hangers,  jute, grass, rice    ahd she

  



Pound;ng paddy' with 

" 
Making a, mud Stove an which to pafboil rice 

. . 
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ke necklaces   sale,    and shells;   clay
  will      gathered herbs. She

fish scales,     and  leaves for embellishment.
In the’    year, after  the third meal-of the day,

she’ must  up  cattle, feed, milk,  water them, shut up the poultry where
they   safe  the  and  up  before going to   except

 nights,   long  because   she 
likely to have  be a small  lamp or  which a piece of wick will be floating
in some vegetable 

 foregoing describes the way,  life of the    in a
village but  is  class of women, the  or divorced, who till
probably  to   living and the only way  they   able
to  will  hiring  out   to   or by 

working as  servants. These  usually the only women  working
regularly, in      custom dictates that the others 

 or at least near,   the); will be fortunate if they have
 a le to  themselves a small  waste materials and will certainly no

have any land of their  on  to  their food.
The work schedule described   a  one to  of us

. but, in fact,  include the  time consuming task of them all, the processing
of  grown    consumption, or, in the case of the poorer

 of, the crops grown by the larger landowners  the district, 
 husbands  have  probably  been  as  

 women  begin, during the  collecting suitable clay  
 floor which they will&e in a corner   until it  needed.

When  harvest is nearly ready they will take this clay  soak it and, when  

. the right  it  fresh  and then spread it ‘over the  of
the compound  after first  this. They will usually need to 

 process the next  The’ actual threshing  be  the men, at any
rate  bullocks are   the grain, but the  will assist them,,
and  the later processes,   husking and drying,  their 
In Asia, paddy is the main crop (daddy is  term for rice until it has 
but other  are also  such-as wheat and millets   legumes.

 threshing has been  the straw  grain are 
by means of a  and  grain is then  in a corner of the compound; and
covered over.  next  will be to dry this  on a suitable day, she will
therefore  it out in the sun, turning‘ it over several times with her foot. All 
time she  on the watch for sudden  and to drive the birds and poultry
away.

Next comes   which she will perform by placing  of 
paddy on  split  She will-then  her

 in the windiest comer of the  that she can find and toss the paddy 
into the wind. This will  away the  grains which lack a kernel, but allow the

 heavier ones to fall in a pile at her feet.  will then be used  clean  
 and this same  will be  after husking  after milling.

After- this has   the grain has to be stored away
and the woman is  for  that ‘this is  that the’ grain
does   she will  it  large earthenware pots or baskets, placing a

11. 
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 of matting on top of the    opening  a’mixture 
 fresh  Where there-is a considerable quantity of   

  of  and  or coiled grass and   from  on,
 platform, or on poles.

The paddy. however, is still  ‘ready for  in  but 
.

areas,   now has to   and  is to    
 makes more work. for the  it improves  rice   

 loss and  the paddy  to husk. To  the woman
 of mud  shady  the  after 

she   enough fuel for this  may be  because firewood is very
 she  a  some pots on the stove  

 it reaches   the  burst&pen. It takes 
to judge just  long the paddy needs to be steamed td  this. When this has 
been   pots are emptied and the p&boiled rice spread out in the
sun to dry  more arid the whole process may   repeated, so that 
take   to complete.  

The next stage    hulling as it   called. 
 husking’ is,  a big  in a  life’  is a process  

repeated  that the  paddy being husked     village
throughout. the year. Most  reckon to have  do this at least  a week: Two

  are  employed, in the ‘first, the women pounds the    large  
wooden,   by means of a heavy pole  vertically and
a l l o w s   drop on     m o    the way . .

pulses are   In the second the women will use a dheki   is called in
. Bangladesh  which is a heavy  about six    

 a fulcrum between  The  raises  beam by :
pressing down   with her  and  the pressure so that the

    a  
falls on to the grain placed in a containerbeneath it.  women  this*-

‘dheki,  it  turns to  with their feet and  third  the .
container  ‘of grain. Working together in  way three women can husk sli

6   hundred pounds of paddy in a day but it is Very hard  There 
stages bf  first  the     the  layer
and t-he third leaves the, rice       used to

 the poultry and  the  for fuel, and the’straw for  and 
things as mats.

It will   from this  that the rural woman   has an
 full working day, apd   a far more   in 

harvest activities  she is  credited with, especially  Westerners who. buy
 their food ready  and   do 

 work that goes into this still  the developing countries.,
  has been   the life of a   

 basically,     the same tasks. In parts of
 Asia, and West ‘Asia,    work alongside the men in the fields 

greater use may be  of   In other  as 
Korea,  Taiwan  West Malaysia,  may be  on a large scale,

 export, and  cultivation   will be  out  by 
 is commercial, not subsistence, farming.

13   
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   e m p l o y e d     a
rubber  in a   countries 

,  and  therefore outside the scope of this book
daily life in a 

.
 .

daily wage, in  and
they will  live  labo

which is   with

. Women are also 
plantations 

,lines ar~ 
viYage. 

as latiourers, on 
number of Aslah but 

·• 

. (37) P~essiajj ~ne to qxt'ract sugar 

tea, cofteec::.:·· 
us l)all y ,in b our 
·cof\cerned .only 



 

A day  the  an African woman , 
The work pattern in most of Africa is   to that already described for Asia, at
any  as far   are   is therefore not repeated in 
here. The African    with the  and   much as twelve

 a  and,  her housekeeping’  may be a  less 
may have  fetch water from  distance and,,  she  on the edge of 
Sahara, she will have to battle constantly, against  Cyclones and earthquakes
however, are less common than in Asia and  continent is not so densely  
so that there is less  the land:

In general, the main  between the  woman’s  of life and
that of  Asian’s is  in addition to the responsibility  processing the
foodstuffs, which they share in   African woman  usually   to

   to    also,  fruit and  
the    be much    a much
greater   crops: It is   in Islamic  that the man plays
any,,  part in subsistence  cash crops, as has been said

 another matter. , 
 

taking her small children with her and will     
way back she   wood and  carrying them on  head  in a large

 on her back,   homestead, although her  
, may  a less exacting than  of the   and her cooking simpler,

she   still have to  the food she has  before it  be eaten.
She is usually of a more  than the Asian woman (although the latter’s

strength should not be   frailest of them will  loads 
would. make a white man blanch)  the same, her life is a hard one, although she

. herself may not regard it   since she  been used to  other.
Whilst  is obvious that she badly  help to lighten her  it  

 mistake     achieved by taking farming qut
   this   position;   

 is she who now  its food’is  sanction 
 that  has in any domestic  with  husband, refuses to work her farm

the family will  She also takes a great pride  farming skill and enjoys 
considerable prestige in the   
her husband  to   from her. “I’ 

   this status if

     the     i n  Af r i c a ,  
   come not very far behind this.      may
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tribesman in
family. This  that&  perhaps easier to get the women of a tribe 

 together on a project than  is in other continents so that, when one cannot .
work her farm for some good  as pregnancy, the other  will do, it

be much more difficult to get the women to 
a 

or 
who is frequently  found in  is

Africa;  codes, influenced by’ Europeans; have
 of East     the whole, more 

of West  women farmers will customarily be regarded

 example,
to farm it for life and even to

 be greater than 
 the family, to help her, in

 be broken up into several sm
.

 is most 
to  physical 
“reduce-their standing  

An. African woman brings considerable ledge to  farming, acquired
   She will know from experience
which crops will grow on her   which  has frequently been proved

right when the    thought  She  mainly use a hoe to .
 turn the soil,  will   where drau  animals are  

 or tractors, and, in    

men’s work too, to look after the animals but women are increasingly taking
especially  the  are kept in stalls. In a large  however, the

 prevents people from keeping draught  
The crops  the woman plants will depend on where  living

up in the highlands  be able to grow maize, millet, and  well as
carrots, Irish potatoes,    she  
the forest  or in delta country, what she can grow will be more limited .
possibly be confined  root crops such as yams,    and s

                      tatoes  of these may also be”  in the highlands but will not
staple diet, as they do in     mostly  
As a consequence of  more  diet  health in the 

 better than in the lower lying  people nearer 
have  of a   
be grown and plantains; paw paw., bananas,  and mangoes grow 
but meat is a luxury.’ A little hill rice isplanted in suitable areas but wet paddy is
usually only grown on a. commercial  Ground nuts, castor seed and bananas 
any quantity, as ‘well as cocoa,  ‘coffee are cash crops and therefore the’
concern of the men’.

People who advocate that it is ‘time that the men should take over the

, 17



(11) Grioliing maize between two stones to make flour 

18. 



  from the women   two points.  first is that
the men show  tle inclination to do this; the second, that the  role is, in
any case, forced on women, as well as the care of the  and the disabled, in
those countries the men  for years at a time, working  the large

 or in  mines. If she   to undertake this  her children

yams   palm  crushed for oil. With  primitive
is a lengthy and back breaking task.

The grain must also be threshed, in much the same
way as has been described in the preceding

   it is less of a problem than in the more
 of rice  

 the  grows her foodstuffs primarily for the consumption of
is permitted to  surplus in  local market and this money is
 to spend as she wishes. 
men  usually cook their food in large  pots s&pen&d from a

 over a, fire  else placed above  on a trivet, or three stones. In the highlands,
where  can be cold   time, the   is often inside the hut,  the

smoke must filter out through the grass roof. This has    
grain stored under it, and so helping  preserve this from insects but  also
responsible  much eye and    and old people, also, sometimes
roll   the fire when they are  so   are 

Like the Asian woman, the African woman will make mats  baskets-during
the  season, for her  use and for sale, she may also make clay pots; for

      
 



' 

(13) Preparing· a meal for School children in Botswana 
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PTER 5
 

Intermediate Technology  what is it? 

The addition of  bearings to a potter’s wheel will increase his output threefold, at
very little extra expense,  will turn more swiftly and more smoothly,
as will  cycle  gears are added to the wheel hub. Trees, which  at present
cut down by hand, can be felled more quickly and much less laboriously, by means of
a  saw, and at much less cost than with a bulldozer. All these are examples of

 Technology, that is to say they are improvements on existing
technologies but are not too costly or too sophisticated  the  to be able to pay
for them. nor do they destroy the existing way of life  more advanced technologies
sometimes do. Very often in a development  now, lorries are introduced

when hand carts would have sufficed and engine turned mills when hand operated ones
would have been more suitable; tractors are encouraged instead of draught animals and
little  is paid to the unemployment which usually follows the introduction of
machines to carry out processes now being done by hand. This is especially  where
women are concerned, the introduction of  very  takes away their
livelihood because engines are  to be men’s business in most societies.

The man who  be said to have played the leading role in shaping the
     

 is Dr. E.F. Schumacher, the distinguished  of “Small is ,
  1977. In this  which has, become a world best seller and

exerted a great deal of influence everywhere, he argues  man’s current pursuit of
profit  progress, and the fragmentation of expertise which has led to scientists,

 and technologists  working independently from each other, has also led
to economic  pollntioniand inhumane working conditions.
He points out that, when an advanced technology is introduced, the simpler, or as he
termed it the “Intermediate”  dies out,  a farmer who cannot afford;
or does not  a tractor is eventually  of  because he can no
longer obtain the draught  to pull his plough  or even the  itself. And,
as  us know to our cost, this process is continuing all the time. 
now deliberately build in obsolescence and, although the 1977 power failure in New.
York should have warned us all of the dangers  too dependent on one form of
energy. it is becoming increasingly difficult to buy anything which is still operated by
hand. Non electric typewriters are reported to be no longer manufactured ‘in the
United States of America, whilst kerosene operated refrigerators and fans disappeared
some years ago, although the former  still be of use in ruralhospitals-and clinics

. which cannot  stocks of certain drugs now because     
 In the same way, now that people in the developed countries  mostly

.
21
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raising water ~Y means of a Persian wheel 
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(15) The woman dOes· the manual work whilst the man rides the tractor 
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deep freezing their surplus fruit and vegetables it is ming  difficult to
 or Mason jars to bottle them. As these things are phased  however,

 becomes just that much more difficult for  living in rural areas, who may
not, in any case. be able to afford   becomes available to them.

It is for these reasons that Intermediate Technologists, in  to
attempting to evolve improved’  from existing ones, or to carry 
research  develop new ones, are also  to revive some of those which 
lightly discarded with the invention of the steam engine.  and water were used as
sources of energy for many centuries and they  be employed again to pump
water for irrigation purposes, or to generate electricity or turn  whilst much
of  operated agricultural equipment in use on Western farms until the end
of the last century could still be of use  developing  today. Hand tools,

 particular. had been refined down to  of  perfection by then and the
introduction of these  could  unnecessary fatigue on the part of the
women  to the poor cutting  badly balanced handles 
tools. Anyone who has tried to fell  with a local  fitted with an improvised
handle and  then been able to switch to one  a  curved handle
designed to achieve  impact with the r&mum of  will appreciate.
the truth of this. It may well  too costly’ and, also,  not entirely desirable, to
import these tools from’ the West but it should- be possible to teach the village
blacksmith  to  tempering of their-blades and how to make a
smoother and  balanced handle, the topls in use at  are often well thought
out for rheir purpose; it is the quality which’is poor.

 introducing  however, it is most important that 
care is taken to ascertain beforehand that these will’not conflict with local customs or
they may  harm than good. It is-true  if time is no object, customs can
eventually be changed  is questionable whether this is always desirable and it will+
certainly be far  easier  the technology to the women rather than:
the women to   after all, should be  for the people, 
technologies are more easily introduced  they  at least familiar to the intended
users although, even then allowance must still be made  time that it may take to
become accustomed to   mill which requires a rotary  to turn it 
be resisted at first by the women if they are more  to a    or
up and down motion. They are   likely, to complain initially that it  their
arms ache than appreciate  but  will gradually come to  it 
saving them many hours of work;  will then be extremely  for it,

But. as has been said before but cannot be said too often, once engines of 
kind are introduced they become   The  of the  wheel,
many centuries ago  to the men taking  this trade from  women and
this  has continued down through the ages so that where  still make clay 

 are usually expected to  the coil method and leave the wheel to the men.
When technologies conflict  the locally accepted conventions also, the women
may fear to use them, so   a pedal operated grinding mill will be of
little help  them if customs dictates, in  country,  do not sit astride.

Dr. Schumacher  the Intermediate  Development Group,
in London, as far back’ as 1965, and it is  one of the  the  The main
aims of this  are to gather and  out information on low   help



 

technologies” and  test these,    in @he developing 
themselves. It also carries out research and development   appropriate
processes where there is a ‘gap in the existing  and  is advised by a 
number  Panels which  together a wide range of people with a high level of
professional expertise. It publishes a  journal “Appropriate  as
well   of publications on  subjects and it has two 
c o m p a n i e s .         
and is  process of setting  an Industrial   recent  a number
of other   have formed similar    Centre
for Appropriate Technology has also been  by the  States Government, in
Montana.   Americans to adopt simpler  more, energy saving

 t e c h n o l o g i e s   t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  i t s e l f  a n d  t h e     
Appropriate/Alternative  was formed after  1 76 Habitat .
to act as a co-ordinating and information body. There  also a number of groups now

 the developing countries, notably in India,  of Technology 
similar  A  of all these  ‘is  the back of this book. The
movement is therefore having an increasing  on rural development 
although there is perhaps   to see that it does not sometimes lapse into
technology for technology’s sake or become too  outlook. The philosophy is
as  as the technology, it can, in fact, claim to be a way of life in itself.

The use of the word “Appropriate” instead of “Intermediate” ‘also seems to
be gaining ground and causes some   occasion;  are probably more
Appropriate technology groups now than Intermediate  they all have the same
object, it is really  a  If one   however, it 
be claimed that Intermediate  by virtue of   must  be
appropriate whereas ropriate Technology is,  always intermediate, some
projects. so  may be extremely sophisticated.

Objections have  raised in the past to the effect that to offer the
developing countries  which   has discarded in some cases, is to

 them the second best but these are not  heard now-a-days. With the
advantage of hindsight, the leaders of these   see’that they have
the opportunity of avoiding the blind alley in which the West  finds itself,  its
over dependence on fossil fuels and other natural   rapidly running

 or  too costly to use. As these prices  to rise the cost of
operating machinery of any kind becomes an   Tractors can be se

. rusting in the fields today because the farmers can no longer afford the fuel to 
 or obtain the  exchange to purchase spare   if these

  their draught animals to buy these machines, they  now worse off than
formerly  since they cannot exchange their now useless tractors for bullocks and
have no money left now to buy the latter. It might have been better, in the first place,
to have improved rhe pulling power of their bullocks instead, by re-designing their
harness and  this is  what Intermediate Technologists would have done.
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CHAPTER 6

Ways in which Intermediate Technologies  in
Agricultural  for the women

As has already   in  tasks which confront, the women
are mostly  in nature. Subsistence  is largely in- their 

 in  and so is the processing of the   for family 
and also, in some cases that grown for sale in the local  or for use as cattle
feed.  Food Teahnology  Institute;, at  estimates that this 

represents 70% of all the grain grown in India. In some  too, the 
 without land  their own, may hire   as farm  or

 a little money by   the larger landowners, and many
women  children will help  the fields   time,  they  to in 
before  

Women’s involvement  agriculture in the developing countries is therefore
 is with these agricultural tasks that they are probably in most need

of help  but  the  of  farming which   
their lot than improve it.. Most of their farms are too  and too small to make
tractors a practicable  even if they  afford   which is unlikely
in most cases  and, in a&probability, their  would lead to the men taking   

 the farming. To some people this  seem desirable, in view of the women’s
very heavy work load at present, but, in fact, such a  would mean that the
women would lose their present. high status in the community  as controllers of the
land  and end up doing the  tasks for the men.

In any case, many agricultural  agree that tractors can sometimes
do more harm  good in tropical conditions.  points out, in 
Agriculture”, that it can be disastrous to use European criteria in  to decide
what are  best farming methods for other countries  as the ground nut scheme in

 demonstrated  too well some years ago now.   that 
 soil fertility itself are  easily destroyed in the tropics than elsewhere because

organic  faster at high temperatures, whilst violent rainstorms wash
 much  what remains of the soil’s properties.  these circumstances, he argues,

the  use of tractors can  even worse since an essential requirement
for their use is that the soil is reasonably dry. The tropics, however, do not have the
frost which helps to ensure this in the temperate zone.
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But one  greatest arguments  the indiscriminate  of the tractor
is the economic one; quite simply,   too much to  operate and to
maintain. Rotary tillers may be a better proposition for subsistence  but 
are still costly. and are rather heavy and clumsy to use, although, in the  respect

   they meet  the    
 rather  than they do  of the women subsistence  for whom

 are not, on the whole, to be 
If there are. therefore, few  for the use of thk 

follows that  will need to continue to work their farms largely with hand tools, as
at present,  there is no need for these to remain the clumsy, heavy and often blunt’
instruments they  now. It is ‘best that they are still made locally or the blacksmith
will  his living. but, as has been suggested already, he can be  how to improve
them.

The   used by the women everywhere,  the  digging
and  chopping hoe. The first  the more  because, as well as  used for 
tilling’ and clod breaking it can be used also for    and

 It is. in   an excellent: multi-purpose tool.  blade can 
variously shaped for different  it is   or    in
it for the insertion of’ the handle  which is set at  of between 80 and
degrees. There is very little  with this tool, except that the   often

 length  clumsily made. Spades may seem  efficient to us  
the pressure from the weight, of a heavy boot to drive them into the  and it
should be remembered  most       
the  downward sweep of the hoe is  easier motion.

There is a need however, to think carefully before   type
of implement. A well meant, but unfortunate attempt,  help  women in one

 by substituting scythes for the  they were   
   paddy,  to the men taking  from them, because the

scythes proved  heavy for the women to  that the latter  their’

After the land l&been tilled comes the sowing  the seed and 
extremely important that this is done correctly.  this is broadcast, as it

 the seed may be  at varying depths  the soil, leading to
  whilst  method is also  of the seed.  the

seeds’ are  hand,  to facilitate, weeding; whilst paddy is usually 
raised in special nursery plots, the seedlings then being transplanted in,. the 
growing field. There are several simple and relatively inexpensive seed  already

 which could help to make this work easier and less a matter of chance 
the simplest is in the form of a hand planter   with a  
wedge like device which, when it is pressed into the   then pushed  
forward,  a hole and then releases the seed into this. It also ensures that  seed
is  at a uniform depth.,

When it comes to harvesting the cereals they  will 
either the sickle, already  a  The  is curved to fit round
the sheaves. the tatter is a,   general  knife. This method of
harvesting by hand is slow  prevents the ears from  which is especially

 in the  of paddy, because of its  but   Very few women, .
‘however. seem to know how  keep these tools sharp by honing them and, if they



(17 J Women hoeing in Malawi, note the crude and heavy handle 

(18} Wor11~n carry the heavy loads in f!IO~t developing countries 
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could be taught how  use a whetstone from time to  when working  in the
field, this would also help  t&r .

Once the  is ready it has to be  to  homes; all too often
 their heads or backs so that; where the nature of the terrain is suitable, (that is to
 reasonably. flat)  wheeled push  could be of great-help to   is

important though, that  carts are not too robustly  or they will almost
certainly be over loaded, and the women may  that they have exchanged a head

 of 60 pounds for a  of several hundred weight. For this  the
carts should not be too capacious either and they should be fitted wiih brakes. Where
paths are too narrow to make such carts practicable a  wheelbarrow might 
substituted. These  only one large wheel, some 3 feet in diameter, and loads 

  are balanced on  racks on either side of this, so that the wheel takes
the weight and not the arms, as in our  familiar  type. The Chinese version

 drawn by  people, one pulling and one pushing.
On treeless gradients, or where the ground   muddy, loads can be

 on a wooden sled and, in countries where the mountains are interspersed
with steep  such as the Himalayan ‘foothills, simple rope lifts  

  those. used in Switzerland  to send milk and hay down from the
high  to the farms in the valleys. In  simplest form this merely  of a rope
stretched rightly down the mountainside, down which the container slides  pulley,
the rate of  being controlled by’ another rope attached  it and held by the

Water  often needed for 
 on the  in very dry  such as the Sahel, it will be a

matter for  elsewhere,, the  not be so great. In hilly country,
if there is a small stream on the hill it can  down to the farms  a
ditch dug   If it is necessary to raise it from a river there is the age
‘old device of the Shaduf, which  a long  with the water container on
one end and a weight counterbalancing  on  other so that the physical effort of
drawing the water  reduced.-A   of wood, or even bamboo, 

 do, this, lifting the water into-irrigation channels running through the farms nd
the same applies to mills  by the wind,  the most inexpensive type is

 is  as the Cretan mill, after the island of Crete, where many of these
 are to be seen in  has sails  of cloth instead of the more

costly metal or wooden ones. V types of hand or foot operated pumps can also
be used to lift the water the few feet that is   Rice

 Research  in the Philippines for example has  very simple
diaphragm pump for this purpose. Many of these pumps are listed in “Tools for

  on   of water for  purposes are listed in the
appendix at the end of this book.

‘Finally.   parts of Africa a man’s wealth is shown by the number of
cattle that he  and,-when  are  to wander freely, these often do a

 deal of damage to, the women’s farms. Iii Asia they  more often herded. These
cattle owners are  the most important men in the village and  not always

 disposed to pay  attention  from the  who, consequently
may  to sit up all night to protect their crops at  time. A programme to

 sort of spiky plant such as sisal as a   where this is not ,
  grow.  wire fencing would make the women’s life a lot easier. So too,
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  provision of  scarers, either the type that makes a loud bang every .

   or  e lse  those which are  made of  some gl i t ter ing  
substance which  in the breeze.

 

would the bir'd 
v minutes automatically 

tlutters 

! 

(38) Traditional wheat mill in the Punjab 
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 C H A P T E R 7

Food and processing  Technologies  

It is probably, with food   that Intermediate Technologies  
the  help to  women since there are a number of 
manually  machines already being manufactured which could do   
away some of the back breaking nature of this work, without actually taking it  of
the hands of the women.

There are. for example, several different makes of threshing machines:,
available. as well as  and  latter.  the necessity now of
waiting for a suitable wind to carry out this process. The threshing machines referred
‘to mostly consist of a pedal operated; revolving drum against which the sheaves are ,
held, so  metal hoops on the  strip  grain from the stems.  is far less
tedious than beating the  against  or on ound or with a flail, and

 the machine is light enough to make it possible for it to  out to the field. The
 are  pedal operated also but the cheap d probably therefore the

  type  women, consists simply of a foot  hand operated fan, which creates
an   thus   worn&to-carry   work when it-is  
convenient to them.

Paddy husking, however, is perhaps the most  and 
task  the  to face now,  in Asia, so that they  increasingly
rebelling against this   instead to  
mills and paying to have it  for  But, unless these are using rubber rollers;
which is not usually  case, these mills remove too much of the vitamin content

 the paddy. whilst the millers generally retain the bran for  use, so that
this is no longer available to the women. In some  such as Thailand, the
women are aware of the value of  bran and retain it to make a  soup from it
but. elsewhere.  is on the increase due to vitamin, B  and the
miller‘s  grow fat at  expense of the health, of the  Polished rice may
not be  harmful in countries  foods are eaten to supplement it but

  it is the staple and  only food, rice so treated can be disastrous.
It is nut always  either, that these engine turned mills waste 

more  the paddy than the women do with  slower but gentler methods. In
 it has been estimated that the women, processing  by hand, can

obtain  many as 30 seers from a maund of paddy, whereas  turned mills
achieve  between 20 and 22 seers. A seer is a little over 2 pounds and a maund
equals 86 pounds so it will be seen that this is  a serious difference. Far less rice,
too, is broken when it is processed by hand.



(19) Womens ln~tituttt M~mbers in Saralll{ak':-T:f!e paddy husking machines is on the right and they 
.are look/ng at another fnachine to separate fk!ddy · 

(~'r 

(20) A Corn Mill in use the Cafn~oons 
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 such circumstances  hand operated husking machine is perhaps
   in, rural Asia  and  is to be hhped   not  

‘before  one is  One is already manufactured in Japan (and was
used  by the  of  Institutes  proved 

 heavy  the  to  husks the paddy by  it  
 ‘fly wheel  revolves at high speed as a result of two  pulling 

pushing the   handle  and  It   interesting and
 design but it is,    at  the    

the necessary revolutions to make it  No doubt this problem will be overcome
in time,  better gearing may 

 many parts of Africa maize is the staple   grain has first 
  from  cob, and a  of simple devices exist to do this, the simplest
being a block of wood with four holes drilled in it into  the cob is inserted and,
twisted. The maize is then often ground into  by  it in a pestle 

 or by  it between two  This is another time consuming and
monotonous task which has to be carried out after a hard day’s work on the farm and
one which can-take as much as two  perform. There is an  cast iron,
hand operated grinding mill however, which can grind as much corn in  minutes
as the  can do  in a week. It stands about four  high but can be
unbolted to  it possible to head load to  away from a motor road and it

 also be  to grind wheat, millet and  description is  chapter 12
 difference this mill made to the lives of  in the 

There are other types of machines available for other  such as
de-corticating groundnuts  cracking palm nuts to obtain    this latter
is an. especially heavy task for the women.  are also  for  and yams,
and hand operated rollers,  rather   fashioned wringer, for crushing
sugar cane. Again, particulars of many  machines are given in “Tools for

  guide  low &agricultural implements published by the
Intermediate Technology Development Croup, in London, and there is also a list of
manufacturers,  their addresses, at the end of this book.

It is not suggested that  of the  afford to own one of these
 for their own exclusive  but that the womenshould  join

together to own one collectively. Ways  doing this are suggested in Chapter 11.”
Other problems with which the women have to  are the  the

grain to prevent it going mouldy  its storage. Experts put the’losses now from
rodents, insects and  as high  50% in  areas and there is obviously little
point’ in a programme to   production if so much of it is going to be 

  through  storage methods.
But   is stored it   be  in  humid and

low lying countries, this presents a problem, sometimes the roadway is the  flat;
, dry surface available. Not  is this dangerous but  of the grain is scattered or,

crushed by passing vehicles  that heavy  black polyethylene sheeting can be, of
   the women, who can spread it On. the ground in their compounds,

underneath the grain, and also use it to    the event of a sudden 
Since black attracts the sun the grain will dry more   
these means so  there is  ‘risk of  forming.

When it  grain, silos of  or 
cement would, of course,  the best but these  too  
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individuals to be able to’ &template  whilst one large  for  whole village
might seem to be the answer  problem: in practice it has usually been found that
the  are   their grain with other  The best course

 is  to try to  the traditional storage structures instead. 
way of doing this  to’     sited away from overhanging trees, 
encourage birds and allow rats to jump on to the  cone shaped metal
guards placed  each pole supporting the floor will Prevent  latter 
climbing  these. The walls  also to he plastered as smoothly as possible with

  prevent the rats from getting a foothold and insects from breeding  the
cracks. The best way of achieving  to adopt the Indian practice of mixing the
mud with fresh cow dung or else to use crushed ant heaps, which will give a 

 The structures should also be made as air tight as possible. the large hole
at the top. through which the‘grain is put into the store should therefore be tightly
sealed   is full and the grain  out from a very much smaller  at the
base of  structure.   help to keep  

 Pesticides are not only  carelessly  they can also be 
to the people’s health. especially if the   cleaned before it is

 It, is best  encourage a natural means of  insect pests
whenever  In some parts of  this is  by using a certain type of finely
powdered clay  with the grain which seems to destroy insects by removing the

  from their bodies so  they die of de-hydration. Activated charcoal can
have  same effect and experiments have also been carried out in  powdered
rice husks as a deterrent against’ the rice weevil. The Central Food Technology
Research  in   more  on this.

Whatever forms of  are introduced into the women’s 
     as the people in charge of rural

development  should work together as closely as-possible. It is when this link
has been lacking that  have failed, either’ because the technologies 
been introduced by the rural development officer himself   unsuitable
because he has lacked the  knowledge necessary for this  the
technologist. lacking. in his turn,, the  of the people and their way of 
which the rural   has, has  technologies  been
undesirable socially. They need to work  as a team, arid not in isolation.



Few-people in Britain under the  of  will have had  experience of
   ii   lived in  developing  today. We no longer  our

 from  use oil  to light our  and wood  charcoal for
cooking purposes. but this is still the  in the rural  of the developing

 Most of us have forgotten, if we ever knew, that   salt will polish
brass, and    quite as well as the  we now

 indispensable. We have  forgotten that food and  can be kept cool
through the principle of  and that  cut out of the livers in the winter can 
be stored underground  use in  summer. Our economy  perhaps
bear    manufacturing  and  machines and of providing

   them but we are wrong i we think that these are the first
 in a developing  the provision of adequate supplies Of clean water,

the reduction of unnecessarily   especially On the part of the women,
, and  introduction  to improve  and that of their  are

far     bear 
Firewood  something with which the w&en  particular difficulty

nearly everywhere and  may have  very fa to find it in the meantime they
 

burn anything in sight and most of  suffer  co d at   rainy seasons,
especially as they seldom have. thick clothing to. put on. Fuel plantations, 

   much       as  
 Ipil  tree (which flourishes in the    in  as

to ensure a supply of firewood in perpetuity; once the trees   established,’
that is,  providing that the   patient for the first few years.

The procedure is to plant say,  acre the   the next
year  possibly three more acres in the   years,    
required. By the sixth  and quite probably much  (because the rate of

 will vary with the country) the  acre planted  ready for cutting
down, and one more acre  be filled each succeeding year until the eleventh, by

which time the trees On the first  will  up and be  for cutting
once more. A plantation of this‘  is usually best  by the  who 
going to use it  then they  see  themselves that no  person 
the  before they  ready, an&  that  rotation is strictly followed,
this method should ensure that they have  much, firewood as they need.

Bia gas  can     the  shortage and a great
number of these are  in  in India through the work of the All India Khadi
and Village Industries  where they are known as   
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nitrogen  and can  be used for  Sludge from a fish pond,
old sewage,    from an old unit must be used as a starter 

   or cattle  must be fed    regularly  a
 is required.  to ten, days production will start but the

 at first  be poor in  and should be  After  
 however. methane gas will be  and can be piped to the  

is to be used,  in the case of a  plant, should not be much 
than 300  away. Large Bio Gas  possible; during World War II the

sewage treatment plant at  Bombay was   and  methane ‘gas
in a big way, but, unfortunately, one large one  the whole village has not usually
proved successful because the richer farmers,  animals  more
dung  their disposal, have felt that they were  more than 

 and have preferred to build their own  Everyone,  
inclined to leave the feeding in of the dung to someone  is  
with communal efforts) with the result that the  q&often was allowed to go

 the  It is essential that it is  regularly and  is  to do  or an
inability to get, fermentation  properly in the first  usually the 
cause of failure in cases where these plants have not   The main

     



drawback at present how eir cost, the ones built in India have cost from
1,500 to  rupees, depending on their size    

 must be &tight so that it   cement at present: A number. of
people, however.     cheaper alternatives, a  in India is

testing   made  bamboo frame covered  cement  and
satisfactory  have also  obtained in the Philippines from one made out of an

 44 gallon oil  the gas  in the inner tube from a tractor tyre.
T h e    u s i n g          

 these  on a highly sophisticated scale and at village level, but,  the latter
case it cannot yet be said to be as satisfactory as Bio Gas promises to be. In 
the apparatus has  be ‘turned every few minutes to catch the sun 
mechanical devices ‘are fitted to  the cost is increased. Then there 
such  as  days but the chief objection,  far as the women are concerned,

   the  usually in the early  or late  when the  
sun is  dqubt these difficulties will be overcome in time, a number of people 
are working  them,  the meantime, the  satisfactory use  energy is
probably for drying Surplus fruit and vegetables-in order to preserve  It is 
comparatively simple matter to make a solar drier out of a large wooden box; painted

 black and  with  foil to catch the sun’s rays, with racks inside on which
 put the produce  a glass or translucent  lid on top. In appearance, in 

   much like a gardener’s cold frame.
When it comes to the houses the people  most of  are very dark

 partly to  them cool but also for  intruders getting in through the
windows; this could be prevented by fixing    these but in

 a way  they  still be opened from the inside in case of an emergency. This
would  help to let  smoke from the cooking fires  the rainy season
at any rate,   inside   are the cause of much lung and eye
trouble. The type of mud stove used in India and other parts of Asia forms the basis

for  improved design thought out by the  Engineer ing Research
Laboratories some  years  now, and shown in illustration 22. The important

in the construction of this  stove, as it is called, is the  or fire duct, which
 to  the-   It should not be  than

6-8 inches or higher than 4 inches,  order not to waste  and it should slope
 upwards, towards the chimney. The holes in the top of the stove should be the

same size as the  the  so as to keep the  in and, whilst it is
best if the chimney is  if the roof is of grass or matting this chimney must be

bent at an angle of 90  and passed through an opening in the  behind to
remove any risk of fire.

Now that more  is  grown the women are making more bread and
a simple oven in which to bake this can be made from a 4  kerosene tin. This is
placed on its side and a  out of  side and hinged, it can then be placed on
some bricks over a  A more  oven can be built by cutting a 44 gallon
kerosene tin in  adding four iron feet to lift it off the ground  using 
bottom of the discarded half of the drum  a tight fitting lid. A bigger  for
making a number of loaves at a time, can be  laying an entire 44 gallon drum
on its side, supported  two or three rows of bricks, so that there is room to light 
fire underneath it, and then covering the  this will help to keep 

 too, must have a  a lid, at the front  
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  hay.   is another  can  great deal of fuel
and which is   and inexpensive to make.  of straw or hay should be

 in   of a wooden box or else a wide mouthed   of which 
should   I fitting lids. A cooking pot, also with a  is then placed on top of
this  hay is  tightly round it. so that, when the pot is

   will remain in the hay. The food to be  either some type of
stew or rice. is  put in  cooking pot and this is placed on the cooking stove and
brought  the boil in the usual way.,  t h e     

 where the  will  cook slowly for several more hours, 
that both  lid of the pot and the lid of the box have been  to keep the heat

It is also possible to kkep food  without the use of ice. In its simplest
  container  only be a large basket. with a close fitting lid;  is placed

on   standing in a large bowl of water, the basket should be just above
nor in  the  It should be covered as completely as possible with a large, wet
cloth.      be allowed to  down into-the water. As long as
the  in the bowl is replenished from time to time   remain damp 

 contents’ of the basket cool. More expensively, a food cupboard, with
  walls  the air to circulate.  also be treated in this way although it

is  in this case.  a second bowl of water on top of the cupboard in
which    on to the cloth, should be  This will ensure that the
cloth will be in  with the water both at the top and the bottom and it will 

 increase the  if the cupboard is placed somewhere where a current of air can
  ii.

Drinking water can be kept cool  same method. It should be placed in a
 (i.e.  pot and hung  of the window in the strong sunshine, with the

air   it. The water inside, when required.   be found to be
 cooler  that kept in a dark  in the kitchen.

The  of an adequate supply of clean,  Water is responsible for
   now and should be   top priorit ies  a rural

development   is something, however which will need the concerted
action of   village to remedy and  dealt with in the next chapter.



                 
           

                



  

C H A P T E R 9  

Intermediate Technologies in   

. Suggestions have already been made for providing water  irrigation purposes dut
there’ is an even greater need  adequate supplies of this for  use and the . .
provision of these Will  only relieve the women  the   but

 ensure  health for everyone. Illustration  small muddy
pool,   a spring, which was all the water  for   
people in West   for all purposes. Not only did they, and  
this water, they bathed  and   their clothes   is not surprising

  areas where  conditions prevail,  is 
‘Unfortunately irrigation schemes often seem to take priority  domestic

ones  perhaps  few men carry water.. There is also-   lack of
co-ordination  water   because the money   irrigation
scheme may  from an Agricultural fund whilst the domestic water supply will be
‘the  of a different Department. The result of this   installed to

help the farmers  their  idle for quite a large part of the-year, especially
 rhe night, when  might also Me used  pump  into storage  in

the village. 
There are other  of  water however  at village level. In hilly

country, a pipe can be inserted into a stream above the village and the water allowed 
to run down into the village  the force of gravity. Metal pipes have 

disadvantage that they are both   heavy  a certain  of
skill to  them and to bend them when necessary; but heavy gauge plastic piping

  work with and where bamboo is plentiful this can also be used,
especially  the  are very  at working with this material. If they have
taken no initiative on their own  carry out such  scheme it is probably
because they have not known at what point in the stream to insert the pipe, it is
difficult in dense jungle to be certain how high one  the village.  it has

 the village, the water can be led directly into stand pipes, such as are shown in
    a storage tank  the latter method is best but will cost

more. If stand pipes only are used care needs to be, taken that  water pressure is 
 great for this, whilst, in the  of the tank, an overflow pipe will be necessary

but, if this  high enough, it can make a  shower for the children and
 for  adults (picture 3 1). A wash house can  be built, near the tank, with
 made of concrete and. this will make clothes washing  less tiring for the

women than when they must  deep in the river  30).
In  where the water  below the village, if   not too far away,

hand  foot pumps can be used to lift it  of course,  already
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referred in the chapter dealing with irrigation, but the best way of doing t   by
means of a hydraulic   providing that there is some sort of waterfall, or this can

 created.  rams are  acting machines, 
the water itself, they will work with any fall from 18 inches to 100 feet  force the
water to any height, from 15 feet above the ram to 1,000; they require no
maintenance, and therefore,  nothing to operate, all that they need is an 

The  with which wells can be dug   nature of  ground
and the height of the water table below it. Where this  far below the surface 
people themselves have usually learned  dig  but,  it is deep down,
expert help will be required. In a number of countries now there are  to
sink tube wells (and bamboo has been used successfully for this in both  and
Bangladesh). Such wells can be costly if the water is far down but,  the water’
table is high, they  be very effective.  there is  for the
‘team of technicians to sink these wells and then move on elsewhere. leaving the people
themselves,  a local   complete the surround, in brick, stone 

concrete. The result    skimped so that it  cracks, the area
becomes very muddy and the spilt water seeps back into the well and contaminates it.

This could be prevented, however, if a drainage pipe were to be inserted into the
surround to run’ the waste water off to a  tank a safe distance  the well. The
animals can  drink  this whilst the well itself should have a small fence around
it to keep them from contaminating the ground as well as churning it up with their
hooves. It is also necessary for the team to see that someone  the village is shown
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how to maintain the   they leave. otherwise it will  be out of action.
 of what has been  applies to hand dug wells also and, whenever

possible  too. should be covered and the water raised by means of a .
   it is  contaminated by people letting down dirty buckets or 

 dropping refuse in. Where this is not practicable however, and the water has
to be   by means of  rope this should be attached to a  as shown in
picture     without this  clearly   in the faces 

 in  number 
 houses have  of corrugated iron or similar materials,  tiles,

rainwater   from these by putting guttering along  and running
 into  old oil drum or a concrete water tank. In areas where  is prevalent

 it is  that the drum is screened with fine  wire to prevent
mosquiros breeding in it. Rainwater catchment tanks can also be made by  a
large hole in rhe ground, with the sides sloping outwards, and lining  with

  protected by tubular shaped plastic bags  with a weak cement
mixture and sealed at each end. These will consolidate under pressure   stored
water  make a  wall. In both these cases the water may not be  for
drinking  can be used for all other purposes,.

 can be filtered before drinking it by placing a layer of small clean
stones, together with sand, in the bottom of a water jar and covering this with a layer
of crushed charcoal. The jar should have a  hole bored in the bottom of it and
should then be placed on top of another jar. After the water has been boiled it is then

 into the  jar from whence it drips into the bottom jar, after the sand and
charcoal have removed the impurities.

Diet could be greatly improved in many areas by the development of fish
ponds since they can provide an excellent, low cost  of high quality  The

  
with rainwater  not  be suitable. It is best to choose a place 

pond  be   the least amount of digging and where it can  and
also drain. water easily by the force of gravity. A fairly low lying piece 
should therefore be chosen. preferably in a narrow, steep sided valley where a small
earth dam  be    has to be dug.  

should be about 6 feet high and  gently outwards and the aim should be for a
depth of about 4 feet. It is best to have a deep and  and. with a drain pipe,

  sluice. at the deep end, which should be   fish escaping from it.
Before the ‘water is let in, animal manure should be spread on the pond bottom and
left for a week or two, and, once the water is in the pond, this should be allowed to
become stagnant before the  are added. It  become the  of green pea
soup. since it is’ on this plankton, that the fish will chiefly feed. Chinese farmers often
build  poultry houses and pig styes out over the fish pond so that their-droppings
fall directly  the pond  help to feed   

It’ is. of course. necessary to select the right kind of fish for the local
conditions,  and the common carp are usually considered to be the best choice
for tropical  but the advice of the local fisheries officer  sought and, in

 case. his help will probably be needed to obtain the fish fry in the first place.
Electricity is probably one of the least of the needs in most villages but,

 there is a small, fast running, mountain Stream, it should not be overlooked that
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 could probably power a small electric generator which might prove a cheaper form
‘of  than kerosene, now that this has increased so  in  The stream

 turn a water wheel and  operate machinery for some cottage industry or
for grinding grain

  dusty countries much eye and  disease  in the 
 the dust thrown up by passing  in the dry season.  could be alleviated

 the stretch  running past  could be tarred whilst, at the same time,
speed brakes  be built in  the  regular intervals to  traffic
down and make iife safer for the children.

Something  which is very  ‘needed  everywhere is a better
 of  a  to build latrines should be encouraged

 possible. although it will undoubtedly be an uphill task to get the people to
use these. It is; however, a very necessary one because there is much ill health now due
io worm infestation, especially where people walk barefoot.

The pit type of latrine, situated a reasonable distance from the house, 
most practicable and should not present great difficulties in rural areas, except where
the ground is waterlogged. This  of a manually dug pit, some 8 feet deep and
about 1 yard square, and it  for about a year, after which it should be filled
in and a fresh pit dug nearby. Experts are divided however,  to whether the Chinese
practice of using the contents as  should be  
merely spreads disease. The pit be covered with a wooden  slab in
which should be a lid, which should always be replaced in order to keep out flies.
Other types of latrines. but ones which are more likely to require technical assistance
to  them.. are the water seal closet, with the closet East in  and the aqua

 which can be  in. or near, a house  that it is kept clean) but

When it comes to building houses the locally designed ones are usually far
better adapted to the climate than the imported  of Western  but

 former could often  by the introduction of a damp course, when they
are being erected. This can easily be made out of flattened kerosene tins  preferably
coated with tar  which should be inserted between the bricks, some two feet 
the ground,. to stop the damp rising up into the  tin should also project

 the wall, on either side, which will then help to prevent white ants.
getting into the house.

Roofs should have as much overhang as possible to prevent ‘the rain striking
directly on to the  If  done sun   many  but bricks
can be made also from a mixture of soil  preferably   and cement, rammed
d o w n  i n f o        
which is a mixture of earth and water combined with chopped grass  In 
case no  or bamboos  be used in the wall, because they will   
damp and may cause it  crack, but the cob should be. laid  layers, each  9
inches thick and each layer be allowed to dry before the next one is  on top. The
grass  bind the mud and, when the walls are completed, they should be plastered
with a mixture of mud and fresh cow dung.

 be admitted that roofs of corrugated iron are less of a tire  than
 and make it easier to harvest rainwater but they are very much  (unless a

grass  is laid on top of them) and will need a  make the interior cooler as



well as to shut out  sound of the rain.
These   schemes  will involve the village as a whole;  laying,

 is usually men’s  although the women  make the bricks, if
they can  successfully carried out however, they will make a great deal of difference
to  lives of the women.
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CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 10
  
‘Cottage Industries‘Cottage Industries

Cottage  that is to say,  industries which  be  out in the 
usually on a piece work basis,  a means for rural people to earn a living
whilst remaining in their villages, but ‘they need to be organised properly. In particular,
whilst it is doubtful if the women already actively engaged in food production and
processing could undertake anything more, a  based industry  be of the
very greatest help to the poorer, landless  who  need work 

k i n d .
The English  trade,   its peak between the 14th and 17th ,

  a  example  industry. Although  out-in the villages it
was highly  the merchants   who kept

the lines of  carders and spinners;  spinners and
  fullers. Fulling was done  the fulling mills, which, from

 century   wheels to provide the power 
 the fulling  but the  of the    the  Carding and

spinning were usually done by  women and children whilst men undertook the
weaving’  on hand looms.   ‘the  provided  for, the 
family  the women especially    a system since   work

 rimes most convenient to themselves and keep an eye on their  doing
so. The silk and cotton trades were organised on  lines.

This situation changed however, with the  of  powe loom in 
 

   These   were to6 sophisticated and too-costly 
 homes so that they were  in purpose built factories in  towns to

  had to go if they wished to  their  and where
they had   for fixed   and on a fixed  so that women with
young children  elderly relatives to look after could no longer take part. The

  of these changes was that the younger and more  
  the rural  altogether and    as well as their 

Something of  situation is developing in the more advanced Asian
 today. There is a great need  generating activities for both men

and women in the villages there but,  of taking the work to the women, 
 now bus these to their work and they have done this by establishing large

industrial complexes in one central area,  which a number of light industries, often
 electronics, are  It is  that, if the   

had been adopted. and one  two of these industries had been  in each
 village instead, the      of an  but this

would have been a small price to pay to have avoided the  of family life
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 in many  the  aged and the very young are
 be  during the daytime, whilst the women themselves face journeys 

 as two hours each way every day or, if they are young and 
hostels near the factories.

The  of cottage  is a  in which Intermediate
Technology  be particularly helpful since many of the more time consuming
preparations which  necessary in the case of certain crafts, such as  splitting of
bamboo, can  done much more  with  designed hand tools, or small

   of which Japan for instance makes 
It is useless however, to encourage the setting up of ‘such home industries

  being prepared to set up a marketing organisation to sell the products 
workers  manufacture. Tucked away ih their villages  will have difficulty 

  unless they  on a tourist route and, even then, they will need guidance
as to the right prices to  well as  is most likely to   ready market. A

.     until now, been making mats and
baskets  her own compound for her own  not  appreciate that, when

 has received an order for three  six feet by four feet, the buyer is not
 accept them if they measure  feet by three  or if the  has been

changed. Quality control is   and,  ensure this,    
  be required, whilst  be necessary to sell   to

 or else in shops belonging to the organisation in the  
 to   should be  this is   what

skills  available  what   it is inadvisable to import  
countries where the women are  needlewomen it will probably be best  set up
some sort of  network based on traditional designs but  slightly 
adapted to  requirements. Tourists, for  are  to be able to 

 large    air luggage but would buy the  
 up into  smaller, like  waistcoat. An eye   kept on changes

in fashion however, it is of no use to start an industry to make hat pins if  

          
 one is too  and the other too much for most  

Rural women are expert at  other crafts besides weaving and sewing, in 
 they     they make things as diverse as carpets

and plant hangers  in many countries they make often very beautiful baskets, trays
and mats out of rice straw, reeds,  bamboo or palm leaves.

The  the  palm are two of the most versatile plants
, known to man.  is used for the framework of houses, for eating and cooking

utensils,  articles of furniture, for piping, for  traps,  and baskets, it
provides food, raw materials, shelter, and even  the greater part of the

 population. It is flexible and after heating  be bent to take, and  a
new  The coconut palm also  many uses,  flowers, the leaves and the nuts,
between them provide,   food, drink, roofing materials and  yarn,
from which to m&e  string and matting. Coconut  extracted  dried

 known as  and this can be used for a wide range of purposes, from cooking
 to making candles. The  is used for  mats  nets and charcoal

gas  be produced from the shells, whilst the waste  be made into
briquettes and burnt’for fuel. Many cottage  therefore. can be developed in
countries where these two plants grow freely.



Blacksmithing, leather work  making articles out of brass are  male
 although women may help with  of the processes  

 Pottery is often done on a family basis and the articles made are chiefly of a
domestic nature.  dolls and small statues are sometimes also made for sale in
t h e   s h o p s .

 also be employed in hand printing textiles by means  wooden
blocks  in   weaving on a broad loom has  man’s work and the
women have been  to use the narrow  only. This custom, however, is’
changing and women have,  always been   such
as spinning.  these are trades which  easily be carried out in the home; as
tailoring  be also. Until recently tailors have mostly been men but, as they have

 other work. women are  this trade also  they may not be
 to compete with the men when it  making such things as suits.  can

 earn a living  clothes for women and children. Very few people in the
  made garments. There is   for the

 women to learn  hand or on  machines, to  jerseys for export.
 fertile areas  a living by bottling,  drying in the sun, the

surplus fruit and vegetables which so  are wasted now for lack of transport to
take  to  in the towns. They can also make chutney and  and similar
preserves, and. in coastal districts, dry and smoke fish. Because their hands are more
delicate than men’s they are also  demand for such things as  making,

 filigree  and the electronics industry relies heavily upon them. This
 unfortunately is usually  out in factories but there seems no reason why

the less  could not be carried  the  on a piece work basis.
Cigarette and cigar rolling are other tasks for  Finally, there is a great  to
help those engaged   processing‘and production to sell their surplus  
present they usually have no  ‘of transporting this   other than 

  This is especially- true in Africa. where the   mostly so 
 in subsistence farming as to make it unlikely  they  have much

opportunity   cottage industries  large  In   of West Africa
however.  already play  the  trade and, of course.
in Ghana and Nigeria. they   market traders  with considerable
turnovers.

India and the Philippines are two  which are very well aware of the
 to both   and  people of setting  supported

 to sell  made goods abroad, as  as to tourists visiting their
countries. and Malaysia and Thailand are two  which have done the

 thing.
 



 to set up an   women

There is a saying  you can take a  to water but you  make him drink.
The same is true of a programme  rural women,  can  but 
necessarily get them io  and, unless they do so,  will be a failure. It is not
really possible to have instant development  or, for that  ready

made ones.  need  tailored to suit local  and will. require
  in the first place.  to fit  organiser, preferably

will- be the first essential  and one’  is but possibly expatriate,
prepared for a long and difficult task. The  go much‘ more 
however. if she begins by  the women  up  sort 

 Which She   It is of little importance whether   
when’ formed, are called   or institutes     of

 term “society’.’ will be used in  chapter) what    

establishment  afford her a  women, through whom she     
   she can gain an insight  the  problems,  

 
S u c h   organisa t ion  can  in  ways,      by a

 Department  it should be   personnel.
to carry this out;, in the  by beginning in .a      two 

 villages and continuing by working outwards in  as
the   a pond do. when  stone  been     is

usually  because the lines  extended 
 

  the  can be  laid before the    them 
 the reverse   other approach  the   at the  

have to work downwards,   likelihood that it   Spent itself before it
reaches the villages. in   the leadership will  certainly be drawn from
the better   the  have  in  with the 

    are not  to them. Even if it.   
secure financial backing therefore; such a     is unlikely
to be as successful as a  flexible    ambitious 
commencing in the villages,  be- *    

 o f   i t s  
‘greatly on ‘the   experience of   who,  be necessary to get
it started. She   who is prepared,      the seed
she is planting has had time to  to force,  top much at’  start is 

 and she must  able to gain   and confidence  the women

 



  hopes to work  order to  to assess the best ways of helping
them, She   she lives in the village with them.  certain,
however, that whatever  she  in the first village will be under’
keen scrutiny from the women in the  villages, so that (providing, of
course, it has been successful) this will make her  easier ‘when she goes onto

 And, wiih each new village,  will decrease because, by this time,
 women will be ‘taking the initiative in  and will be eager to

,

She would be wise however,  overstretch herself at first but sh
confine her activities to villages within walking distance of each other, so that it is easy

 bond between them  It  idea to  symbol of
membership, such as an inexpensive badge, or-scarf,” or bangle, to help to make the

 that there are more societies than just their own and so encourage pride
in their collective membership&and give them a  of belonging.

As the societies spread it is advisable to link them up with each other by
means of District, or Area, Committees,    in the District can send
an agreed number of  This will widen their horizons and, at the same
time, give them an opportunity to discuss their mutual problems whilst the 

   
 ‘women, than they- might be to individual 

In time, when a number of these District Committees have been formed,
these can be linked-with a Regional Committee  eventually these 
can be  on a-National Committee, which   for t
overall national policy of the movement. This  however, have  t

bottom upwards-and not have been   and is 
     

  are to be attracted in the first  is important that
.  membership should carry, and should be seen to carry, some immediate practical

advantage. This might, for example, be the opportunity to set up some  cottage
industry, which till help them to make money, or it might be the chance to purchase
something-co  which, individually, they could not afford, or to  out a 

project to  conditions in their village. But the  almost certainly be
far too busy to be interested in anything which  purely social purpose or, for that
matter, even  educational one, badly though  may need instruction  such
things as child care. These  left therefore  later when the  measures
suggested will have given them more leisure, and also have gained their confidence.

  be open to  women, regardless of   and it
is wise  give politics as wide a berth as possible since party political membership will
seldom be in  interests of the women.

 

 , From the start the  careful to see that the chief men in 
. to do,  village, and the religious leaders, are aware of what she is’attempti

or they may try to hinder her and she will need  the supp  older and
more influential women early on and try to persuade one of to become the
leader of the society. It  not matter if she is  because it is the 

who should deal with  (which, in any case, at village level, this
should be kept to a minimum) what will be  till  influence over the
other women and her ability to  these when it comes to carrying out any
projects. The choice of secretary may be more difficult but, since  will



  move on  when the societies  well  it
 as it will  through  that she will be able to maintain c

members .   areas where the”  of   it is sometimes
 to see if  like the local school  or  be  to

  time supervisor     a   and  
case she   the 

Meetings,  first,   informal and not too frequent;   women
become used to them their frequency cap be increased and:   an
educational  can  so that  do not  and talk
but also  lesson on baby care  agricultural demonstration. Usually medical
and agricultural extension workers will   to  dates 

meetings so  can meet the  all together, something which if 
otherwise often difficult for them to do. The women should  officers
and the delegates to the  Committees, and the latter should  those to the
Regional Committees.

The   these activities will vary with   but,
whilst they obviously cannot afford to pay    full time organiser  
district  the  should  encouraged  be as self --        

 as   do not    has been    
  are  something    should,

not, however, be expected to contribute a large  at’ once but be given time 
which to  f ind the  the very  might  be   to   by, 
producing, say, a couple of corn cobs instead  actual cash. If they are joining”
together with the object of purchasing, perhaps, a corn mill  of  be

   
be, but, even so, this should  again be divided  to a regular monthly payment so’
rhat no actual hard&p is  This, of  p e-supposes that the  has
some capital at her  to pay for the  in   but, if this  the

 of a  fund,  can  a  deal  little.  chapter
describes  the Corn Mill Societies in the  where  treated in  Way
eventually financed the purchase of more than 300 mills at a total cost  than

  mills cost  each, and as     the  was
used to buy moremills.

 movement develops  organisers wili be necessary and, if the first
 is  she; will   to have had her successor designate

 her from  so that the   be as smooth as possible.
 a national office,, with attendant administrative and secretarial staff, will

be required and  will always be a heavy  expenditure since it is essential
that the organisers are out  the field as  as possible. Government Departments.

  that the existence of the movement  task  the rural
areas much  be   to assist financially,  it  
to see that, if such  are received, as few strings as possible are attached and that
the societies retain their autonomy.

It is as a body  able to achieve collectively what individually they
would have been unable to  that they  their value and the next two 
chapters describe what two such  have  able  do in Africa and Asia
to    living  the rural areas.
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  1 2

Corn   in the Cameroons

 they  been  in  elsewhere a brief  is-given
here of the development of the  Corn Mill Societies in  because  
there are, as yet, very few written studies.  women’s groups in action and 
because  was  of the first  to employ Intermediate Technologies as a

-means of  the  of the 
 programme commenced in the  the Southern Cameroons, as

       
 Republic of  in West Africa.

The Bamenda area, where the activities  place, is high 
country,’  feet up and ringed by mountains reaching a height of up to nine

  It is some  from  coast, from     in
the rainy season- when the roads were impassable.     expend&  
by the women in grinding maize corn between two stones to obtain flour from which

        

diet there, as it is also in other  of  where  grown.
  attempt to lighten this daily  the women in  

     form themselves into Societies with the-object 
each owning  operated  mill  of these were purchased  an

   the women   repay the  each  within
 is much  their credit that, over a period of eight years,   

   order to obtain this money  who   more 
land under  and  this collectively as the Society’s  In other cases
they  the  selling baskets, or pots  made.

Membership, of the Corn Mill Societies, for so they came to  called, was
limited to a maximum of one hundred women in each Society. when it  clear
that, if this number was exceeded,  broke out  whose  was to use 
the machine.  made   very strongly built and it was originally
designed for use on farms in Britain before power driven  were 

 by   together but  was  to attach-a small petrol
engine to  this  not done,  because    
to maintain these engines  the  to pay for the petrol which, in any case,
would often have been  A number  Societies were. two and 
days walking away  a motor road and even farther from petrol supplies.

Once the women had become accustomed to operating the mills they 
that they  save themselves many hours of work a week as well as a great  of

effort: so that  in the neighbouring villages,  had been  the
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 with interest, were  soon asking   also. When 
came, in 1961, there  300 mills in  and the Societies had-a total
membership of more than 30,000 women  the movement had spread down to
the  areas and had cut right  the tribal boundaries.

The programme   however,   mills, they
were, in fact, the “bait” to get it started. With  increased leisure that the mills gave
them the women now started many  projects in their villages. They 
roads so that lorries could come  to take out  and they built meeting

           
and related subjects,  they  felt that they needed: And, on their  
farms, they were willing to carry out   new strains 
which they would have hesitated  do on their own farms, quite 
fear of failure. These proved-successful, with the result thaf they were
adopted and the hungry season, when the old  was finished and the new not 
ready. became a thing of the past. The Medical, Department too, was offered 
the meeting houses for clinics, something which very few villages had had before
through lack of suitable premises,  health, in 

The  of these  presented some difficulties at first. Trained
         

which was mountainous with few roads, made   was decided
therefore, to bring the women to the teachers rather than the other way round  

that the Societies were  into Groups  a dozen or so villages and a large
meeting  capable of   three  
central. The teacher then went  to hold the classes, on the women’s 

  and the  walked’ in  the surrounding  of them as
 as     the maximum use was

made of the  and       time   got to
know    a  to   l&girls’  was hired during
the school holidays  two  each of a number  were given a
one week’s residential course on the understanding that, when they returned t-o their 
villages, they would pass on what they had learnt to the   and&is
they did most successfully.

A constantly recurring problem was  damage done to the women’s 
by  cattle. Between the two world-wars  herds of cows had been brought

 from Northern Nigeria, by-the Administration, to graze on  abundant 
The cattle  paid a poll  to the   but they had little in
common with the indigenous inhabitants,.  that   were a frequent
occurrence and, when they ended up in court, @women usually lost their 
Several. in fact, had been  to  for attacking   decided
to fence in their farming land  barbed wire, a  of some   and,
after this had been done in  two   became  

Water was  in most areas, the  small 
cascaded down, the hillsides in the rains often dwindled  a mere trickle  the dry

 The obvious’ solution was to  the  into  the 
which  fiil   and this was done in a number of  
houses also  built  tank.  these  carried  by the’
women themselves with  assistance only when it was necessary to purchase
something nbt available locally   as cement. The women also made the bricks 



    bamboos for rafters and their  did the
building. By now.  had come to  they  much from the
work’of  Societies as their wives did, and, with a better balanced and more 
diet, the children’s health was noticeably 

 The  also now used the establishment  Societies
to attach agricultural assistants to work especially with the  so that, amongst
other developments, these were at last persuaded to farm along the contours instead of

   hill side;     they  
~-although it had caused severe erosion.  

 
By the r a -

sh&s, each member  the equivalent of two shillings, as share capital. The
shops stocked things which  ‘not easily obtainable elsewhere, such as corn mills,
and barbed wire ‘and agricultural implements, and prices were kept as low as possible 

  Each was. run by a  of women but the shopkeeper was a retired
school master, because of the paper work. Ninety nine per cent of the members were
illiterate, when the Societies started and, although more than four  had since

 to read and write in classes  for them, advanced book keeping was
 beyond them. They kept a sharp eye on the shopkeeper however, and made it

            

 were, of course, necessary  perhaps  in a women 
 with the exception of the Home Economics Teachers, these were all men,

 the work involved a great deal of  much of it on foot or by bicycle 
    home for a week 



time and had also  carry quite large sums of money on them,  it was part of
their work    due from each Society for the machines, when
they called   were chosen however, who Were  to the

 and  genuinely wished to help them.
  elected  own   who were responsible  the

day to day decisions. and this they did extremely well.   and .
initiative:  they could usually neither read nor  they possessed excellent

  for  the  from the members
could only keep  records on a notched stick  hut they seldom made mistakes

The salaries  of the full time  were paid by the Division of
  but most of the other expenses were met by the women

themselves,  the sale of surplus produce or handicrafts, and they were very
proud of their self sufficiency. This stood them in good stead when Independence

 came.   and brought  many administrative changes. amongst them the
transfer of   their  to other posts  the result that, for some time,

 women were left very  their own. However, they proved well  to carry
on by  and can fairly claim that the-marked rise in  standard of living for

        
 are. of course, a number of rural women’s  in Africa now

 this account may help to show the way in which suitably selected Intermediate
 might be of assistance to them.



 1 3

 Women’s Institutes in Sarawak

 similar approach was used to start a rural women’s organisation in Sarawak, on the
island of Borneo, in S.E. Asia. Although the initial technology  in this case did
not, in the event.  satisfactory, and others had to be substituted, it
nevertheless  the  of making the first approach to the women and the
movement has continued to develop until, fifteen years  it is one of the most

  more  370 Institutes and a membership drawn from 8

      i t -     
perhaps be  here that

 
“Institute” is used as an alternative to “club” or

 and not   the  sense)  into being when the Department of
 decided at  a  rura l  women’s   was  to help 

 service  contact with ‘the women.  Department however. did nyt
dictate what form  organisation should take but merely-offered to meet the salary

 and expenses of an expatriate  for the first three years, in  it was
assisted by the Asia Foundation. This was in 1962.

Sarawak is essentially rural in outlook, there are no  towns, even the
  is really several   together. It is low  and 

the  rising gradually to the range of mountains which form the,  with
 Borneo on the one  and  on the other. and a large  is covered

by dense jungle.   also honeycombed with rivers and these  best means
of travel when the  began  more roads have since been built, even
so, travel is still difficult and sometimes  in the rainy season.

The population is  mixed one, numbering under a million. There are 
main languages.   Chinese and English, but there are also tho
the minority groups so that communication can be a problem, 
widely spoken in the towns. The indigenous inhabitants are the  “who can be
subdivided into the Land Dayaks, or Bidayuhs; and  Dyaks, or  the former
number about 60.000, the latter form  biggest racial group, numbering 
250,000. They each have their own language. Both groups are animists by religion and
mostly live  in the famous Longhouses (which  briefly’ be described  a
village sheltering under one roof). The Chinese are the next  numerous race and,
whilst some of them earn their living as farmers and rubber planters,  majority
work as shopkeepers and skilled artisans in  towns and they  the
export trade in rubber, pepper and  They. are mainly Buddhists or Christians.
Next, come the  who are Muslims. They were politically the most important
race when   first came to Sarawak, in the early 19th century, and many of
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(35) Land Dayak members of the Women/s InstitUtes in Sarawak leaving 'their longhouse after a 
meeting 

• 



 are  to be found in the  there are others who earn 
their living by fishing. Then there are the less  but still important groups,
such as the Melanaus, at the coast, and the Kelabits and  in the interior.

In’these circumstances,  was clear from the start  the movement must be
multi racial in outlook, as     sectarian 
and non political, whilst the program-me would have to be  flexible  cope
with the needs of people with such widely differing backgrounds. It  also clear
that, whilst it was to--be essentially a rural  in the  

  women living  towns, it  need  for
these women also, but this did not present a great  since none of  
was of any size and the life of the, women  in  very similar to  of
those living in the rural areas. .

  appointed to set up the  first  live in a Land 
Dayak area, some thirty ‘miles from the capital. Here for the first few months she did
little more than walk round making herself   the way of
life and getting  know the more important  as the school teachers and
midwives and local government officials; With the aid of  of these, a Chinese
woman married  a Dayak, she, then made contact with the women in four selected
longhouses, to whom, in due course, she was able to  that their work would be

   to have a machine to help them to husk their paddy. When
they agreed to this four were imported from Japan. In the event, although their arrival
caused great interest, they proved something of a disappointment. They were designed
primarily for operation  two fairly sturdy men and proved rather too heavy for the
women, in addition they were meant chiefly for the use of a single family and, unlike
the corn mills. were unable to  up  the continuous pounding of fifty, or more,
women. Although  continued to operate them therefore, more were
not imported. However, they had  one purpose  to break the ice. They had
become a talking point in longhouses far and wide and the effort to help them, if not
entirely  had at  gained the women’s confidence. Whilst attempts
continued to find another more suitable hand operated huller therefore, other
technologies were suggested instead. Engine operated mills,, such as those  in
many parts of Asia, were deliberately not introduced because these would have
removed too much of the vitamin B content from the rice. As more Institutes were
started therefore: and this time at the request of the women themselves, schemes for
the provision of piped water from a nearby stream, or a pump to lift it up a steep river
bank, were put forward instead.

 these projects required much preliminary   that, gradually,
these meetings slipped into regular ones and it was possible to introduce an agricultural
or Home Economics  with the aid of the Department, and through the use
of the Extension workers. ‘After a dozen or so Institutes had been successfully set up
the  moved on to work in another district but not before she had trained a
local woman to act as full   the Division and also arranged for the
Chinese teacher, who had  an  part at the beginning, to become a
part time District Supervisor. Foi this  a small’ monthly honorarium in
return for agreeing to attend the meetings  the five Institutes near where she lived
(and other Supervisors were appointed to  other  as they were
opened). She did this as unobtrusively  possible; the women made their own
decisions, but she was available if‘these needed advice and could also help  with



any paperwork  for very few of the members could read or write, at that time.
About this time also, a National    
 appointed with the intention that she should take over from the  
 when the latter’s three year contract ended, As Administrative Secretary 

has been in charge ever since and a very great deal of  of the  has
  outstanding initiative and hard work.
The   now well established  both the Land and the Sea

  therefore started amongst the Malay women; this was a great step
forward because, although strict purdah  not   Sarawak, Muslim husbands
do not encourage  wives to leave home too often.  that. for some of them, the
Institute meetings afforded the first real opportunity the women had had  freely
with other women, apart  of  Very soon these members were
asking for literacy classes so that they could learn to read  and it was indicative,
of the approval that the  leaders now gave to the  that many of
these classes were held in the local mosques. Indeed, the  of all races, having
viewed the initial setting up of t Institutes with some alarm had. by now; become
extremely helpful and actively encouraged their wives to join.

Gradually. working on the lines described, the Institutes spread to all the 
Divisions into which  was then divided, whilst their  The
members did what they could to  the more  villages. and
several times raised funds to assist the victims of the disastrous floods to which the

country is liable. They  money  selling food that they had cooked at the
regattas which are a  life in Sarawak, and they funded most of their activities
themselves although, as these became better known, they also attracted assistance

 o t h e r    o v e r s e a s , who became interested  their
programmes.

In 1967, the small rented office, in  gave way to a large purpose 
building; paid  by Government, in recognition of the Institutes’ work, 
consisting of a large meeting hall and  but also  in which women
from outside Kuching  be accommodated when attending courses  and also

the visitors from overseas who now came regularly to see their work.
 this  Chinese   women and even those from the small ,

Indian and Sri  communities had also become members, so that the 
could claim to be one of  few which had cut completely across the racial barriers.
This had  however,, when it came to  planning because 

obviously impractical to insist  each individual Institute must be multi-lingual,
they were therefore allowed to choose which language they would  during their
meetings and, whilst members from  race were always welcome to attend, they
had to be prepared to speak that  At District Committee and at 
and National Committee level    committees 
two official  Malay  English,  be able to speak 

 o r     in  four
 Malay,  Chinese and English    Radio  which was

not  as a regular   at the    so that they
could  touch. This was written and broadcast by the  with
help from  and the Institutes  given small transistor radio sets 
which to listen to  programmes.

The educational programmes were kept as flexible as possible, to cater for  ,



tastes. The better educated women in the towns wanted different things to those in
the  areas and this was allowed  but, the linking up  various committees,
starting at the lowest  with the District  ensured that the rural women
were consulted as  as the ones living nearer Kuching. And the 

 played a key role in this; in view of the  difficult  conditions it would
have’ been impossible, as the number of Institutes increased, for the Divisional

 to have visited every one of them regularly  Whilst community
development projects continued to be undertaken in the villages, as part of the
Institutes’  it proved no longer necessary to    inducement to

 an Institute, the women had  for themselves the benefits of membership and
  achieve  t o

them previously. In recent  they have  the establishment of day care
 for children and are in the process of setting up a   for

member‘s handicrafts, they have also established a contingency fund to  any
 in serious  difficulty and they have acted as hosts  number of

important international seminars   sent their own delegates to others outside
,  thus playing an important part in the fostering of better 

relationships. A number of the rural  now have their own  
as vegetable plots  fish ponds and  have built their own meeting houses. They
are no  attached to the  Department but come under the Prime

 office but, although they are generously funded by the Government, which
 the important part they play in Sarawak now; they are autonomous and

their policy is  by  own Council, which is elected by the members
annually.

They  come a long way in fifteen years, they have undoubtedly made a
great  improving the  in  for 

 what women can achieve,  the opportunity

The rural women everywhere are the salt of the earth, they are eager   
learn and determined to give their children a better life than  have had. They are
excellent material to work with and  hope for the future  the developing
countries and it is only when we  this, in   programmes, and
help them to help themselves that these   to be effective.
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Manufacturers of some of the equipment suggested

 are given on page 77.

Seed drills and wheel hoes
American Spring and  

PVT. Ltd.. 
   J a p a n

Bird scarer

Ce Co  Japan
   U .K.

Dandekar Brothers. India
 Industries. India

Lee  and Co. Ltd., U.K.
 Barnaby Climax Ltd., U.K.

Cossul and  PVT, Ltd., India’.
 Engineering Co. Inc.,

Philippines
  Philippines

  France

 rams
 ‘John Blake Ltd.. 

 Co  Japan
 and  Ltd.. 

 and 

Hand Maize shellers 
Ce Co Co. Japan
Cossul and Co. PVT. Ltd., India
Dandekar  
R. Hunt and Co. Ltd., U.K.
Allied Trading  

  Implements, 
Rajasthan State  Industries

‘Corporation Ltd., India

 huskers, manually operated
  Implements, Tanzania
 Senegal

Harrap Wilkinson, U.K.
Dandekar 

  Ltd.,  (foot
operated),

Foot-operated threshing machines
 Co, Japan

American Spring and Pressing Works
PVT, 

Cossul and Co. PVT, Ltd., India
 Karkhana Ltd.,

Cossul and Co.  Ltd., India’
Kumaon  Stores,

India
Cc Co Co, Japan
R. Hunt and Co. Ltd., U’.K.

 State  
Corporation Ltd., 

Grinding Mills hand 
 Hunt  Co.  U.K. (No. 3
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Ndume  Ltd.. 

Rice hullers
 Co Co, Japan

John Gordon and Co. Ltd., U.K. (for
family use)

Sugar cane crushers
 Co Co, Japan

  Ltd.. India
(animal driven)



Hand tools

 and Co. PVT, Ltd., India
  Stores, .

India
 

 Industries, 
W.  Sons. and Turner Ltd.,

  Implements; Tanzania
English Tools Ltd., 

Cottage industries
 Co. Japan



Manufacturer’s addresses

Bangladesh  Protection 
  Ltd . , Niranjan 6th floor

P.O. Box 99 Marine Drive
Bombay 400 002
(Post Bag 2702).

,  India Kumar Industries
Allied Trading Co., Edathara 6786  
Railway Road, Palghat District

 City

 Brothers
American Spring and Pressing-Works Udyog 
P.O. Box 7602  Road

 
Bombay.

 Iron and Steel do.
 43  Road

Calcutta 16.

  S o n s
 and Co. PVT, Ltd. New 

Industrial Area Kachipura

Kanpur.  
 

 State Agru      
 Ltd.

  
C. 

 .

 0 0 6
    .

 City
  Osaka  567.   

Kumaon Agri-Horticulture 
  

 P h i l i p p i n e s
Uttar Pradesh.   

Kumar Industries Ltd.   

Edathara 6786  P.O. Box 655 MCC,

Palghat 
   

 

 PVT. Ltd. Km  National Highway

  Mall Roxas City.

 
Punjab. .

 Nursery   
  

 P.O. Box 
Uttar Pradesh. Dar es Salaam.



 

 Wilkinson 
 

 

 Engineering Co.
 Road

Kent DA5 

H.J. 
Quenington.

  

John Blake Ltd.
P.O. Box 43

 

Lancashire  

Kenya
 Products Ltd.

 B o x  6 2
 

Green and Carter Ltd. France 

 Ironworks  
  

Winchester  

 SO23 7QF. B.P. t 

John Gordon and Co. Ltd.
 High Street 

Epping
 CM  

W.    Turner Ltd.
Little London 
Sheffield  OUE.

 Tools Ltd.
 Forge

Lancashire.

Chillingto” Tool Co. Ltd.
P.O.  45
Hickman Avenue

 WV t 

.



U S E F U L B O O K S

Animal  equipment and hand  machines 1974
U.N.  Development  Vienna, Austria

Improvement of the Kiskisan Mill. 
International Rice Research Institute, Philippines

 scale storage  drying of paddy in Bangladesh.  Lockwood:
Appropriate  Technology Cell,  Bangladesh.

Farm implements  Arid and Tropical Regions. 1962
U.N. Food and Agricultural  Rome.

  Grain Storage. 3  1 9 7 7
Volunteers in Technical Assistance, 3706   Mt. Rainier, Maryland
20822, USA.

Series  complete  drawings of various  farm equipment.
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd., 9 King Street, London 

 G A S

 Gas>  and 
Khadi and Village  3  Road, Vile  Bombay.

Methane; planning a digestor. 
Prism Press. Book Representation Ltd.;37 Store Street, London  7BS.

Small Scale Bio Gas plants in India.
Canadian Hunger Foundation, 75 Parks Street, Ottawa, Canada.

Methane 
John Fry.  Technology 
9 King Street. London  

1 9 7 ’ 6

1 9 7 6

BUILDING

  Building   1  2.
 Technology Publications Ltd.,‘9 King  8

1 9 7 6

 Building Construction.. 
 

1975
   Ltd., 9 King   

H a n d b o o k  f o r    .  

Office of International  Dept. of Housing,  USA.

 Simple Homes  Natural Materials.
   Truck Store, 558 Santa  Ave., Menlo Park, California  USA.

Housebuilding for Africans. 
 Green &Co’., U.K.



ENERGY 

a) 
A survey of possible  in Thailand and the Philippines.

1 9 7 4  
Agency for International Development,  20523. USA.

 f r o m    
Intermediate Technology  Ltd.,  Street,  

b) Water
  of small water power sites.

Volunteers in Technical Assistance, 3706 Rhode  Avenue,
Mt. Rainier, U.S.A.

 and    1 9 7 0
Whole Earth Truck  558     Park, California 94025; 

USA.

 Scale Water Power.  
Small Scale Wind  

 Press, Book  Ltd.. 37 Store Street.  E 

c) Solar 
 to  Solar  Cooker.  

 Brace Research Institute, McGill University,  Canada. 

 

.

 Ed. Merrill.
 ion Ltd.,‘37  Street,   

   e n e r g y . )  

Pedal  
 Press,   18049, 

 

 

      1976
 Mennonite Central  Akron, Pennsylvania, USA.  

-A Guide  Culture.
Department of Agriculture,  

F O O D  
 

Home Techniques; Vol.  
U.N. Food and’ Agricultural  Via   di  00100, Rome,  

A Manual of Food Preservation. Islam. 1977
 UNICEF, P.O. Box   Bangladesh.

How to Salt Fish.
  Stanford, California 94305, 



 to Make a  Drier for  
 Institute, McGill University, Quebec, Canada.

Technical Feasibility and Acceptability of Sun Dried Vegetables in Bangladksh.      
   Cell,  Bangladesh.

Sun  Fruit  Vegetables.
US Department of Agriculture,  D.C. 20250, USA.

 Drying of Fruit  Vegetables,   
U.N. Food and   Via delle  di  001 

I t a l y .

 

T h e   
TOOL,  6 la, Amsterdam, Netherlands.  

Introduction  Making.
Christian Relief and Development  P.O. Box 5674,    

The Good Idea  Soap 
German Adult Education  P.O.  Accra, 

 
WATER   

 Water   Sanitation. ‘Mann-and 
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd., 9 King  London  

1976
,

Manual on the  Hydraulic  S.B. Watt..     
Intermediate Technology  Ltd., 9 King    

1975

 Chain and Washer Pumps. S.B. Watt. 1976
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd., 9  Street,    

 Piping.
Christian’   Assn., P.O.  5674,  Ababa, 

 Dug Wells and their Construction. S.B. Watt.  1 9 7 7
Intermediate  Publications Ltd., 9 King   

 
   

Hand  for Village Wells.  .
 in Technical Assistance, 3706  Island Ave., Mt.  Maryland

  

B a m b o o  T u b e  W e l l      1 9 7 3
 Development,  Bangladesh.
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